Exceeding expectations for over 150 years

**What Makes Buckingham Virginia Slate a Great Choice When Going Green?**

### All Natural

**Think about it.** An all-natural, non-toxic product, mined here in the USA, with a lifetime expectancy of 150+ years. That's about as green as it gets!

**And of course, it’s beautiful!**

[www.buckinghamslate.com](http://www.buckinghamslate.com)

### Slate Roofs are Healthy Roofs

A properly installed natural slate roof is one of the healthiest roofing products around and requires just two things to install (slate and nails). Unlike petroleum-based roofing materials and common roofing adhesives that can put emit harmful gas and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) into the air around your home for weeks, months and even years after being installed.

### +150 Year Product Lifespan

Most roofing products are not manufactured to last more than 20 years; however, Buckingham slate roofs routinely last five times that long with minimal repair and maintenance needs. From an environmental standpoint, that is five times less roofing that is destined to end up in your local landfill. Buckingham is widely considered to be one of the longest lasting products available.

### Made in the USA

Domestic slate means minimal natural resources are consumed while shipping from quarry to jobsite.